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The night before The Battle of The Somme.
Diary extract Cpl Norman Goldthorpe 16th West
Yorkshire Regiment - The Bradford Pals. 19,240
British soldiers were killed the following day in
The Somme. A total of 300,000 soldiers of all
nationalities perished in this battle alone.

Our memorial to those associated with
West Park who gave their lives during
the Great War.
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‘What is Mission?’ - courtesy Rev Tim Searle
It’s a question you could write an entire book on. Indeed, there are many, many
Christian authors who have done just that. Sometimes, we spend too much time
trying to define mission, when we could be out there doing it. If our lives, individually
and corporately, faithfully aspire to embody the characteristics that Paul describes as
‘the true marks of a Christian’ in Romans 12, then God’s mission simply happens. It
requires no further discussion on definition.
To test this out, here are some verses from Romans 12 in modern language, making
them aspirational statements that embody what is ‘kingdom’ or ‘missional’ living.

Each verse should start with the words ‘A True Christian’,
A True Christian: … accepts that life is a gift from God, to be given back to God in
service and worship as a living sacrifice
•

is genuine, delighting in what is good, and turning aside from evil.

•

loves others equally and demonstrably.

•

is passionate about serving God.

•

engages with life hopefully, yet acknowledges the reality of suffering, persisting
in prayer as a response to them both.

•

cares for those in need, whether friend or stranger, in equal measure.

•

holds dear those they have come into conflict with, praying for them and
resisting the temptation to bear a grudge.

•

is mindful of the emotional needs of others.

•

is humble, always willing to listen and learn, not engaging in gossip and not
thinking of themselves as better than others.

•

counts to ten when they have been hurt by someone and reflects carefully on
the right way to respond.

•

pursues peace, wherever possible, in all situations.

•

doesn’t withhold help just because they’ve fallen out with someone but sees
them as even more deserving of their care.

In this special service we begin the Christian year. Advent is a time of expectation, the
word itself means coming. It recalls ancient Israel's hope for the coming of the Messiah
and the Christian hope for the fulfilment of God's Kingdom in the second coming of
Christ.
This service proclaims that Jesus, the light of the world, is on his way. Scattering all
darkness, casting out shadows and bringing in the Kingdom of God with life and hope for
all people. The words and music seek to enable us to worship God and to make a spiritual
journey into the meaning of Jesus for us all.
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Since the eighth century, the church has used the Advent service and sung the ‘Great Os’
of Advent with which we begin the service: Oh come, Emmanuel.
These verses call on Jesus to come as teacher and deliverer through a tapestry of biblical
titles and pictures that describe God's saving work in Christ.
Please come to share in the beginning of our preparation for Christmas and bring friends
with you if you can.
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From The Secretary

W

e are slowly establishing our new
normal at West Park. We have
now had coffee after worship on a few
occasions, which has allowed those who
feel comfortable to chat and share with
others. We are so lucky to have a large
Sanctuary which means that those who
wish to maintain social distancing can do
so while others can now choose to sit with
friends again. We will be reviewing the
situation with Covid as we move into
winter and if necessary, we can reintroduce mask wearing etc.

It was also good to
have Ruth Grenfell
lead our Harvest
worship celebrations
with a church so
beautifully decorated. We truly have
much to be thankful for in Harrogate. At
the end of the morning, we were able to
deliver a large amount of tinned, dried
and fresh produce to the Harrogate
Homeless Project, along with a cheque for
over £150

Resurrected Bites is up and running
smoothly. It is still much quieter than we
During the Fellowship day in October
Alison got us thinking about how each of would like but there is already a small
us sees God, what is our own ‘picture’ of group of ‘regulars’. It is a really good place
Him. Whilst some found it challenging to to meet people both new or old friends; I
express their thoughts, it was good to see know we have folk from at least two other
local churches attending regularly or
how our individual images and ideas can
volunteering. The food is excellent with a
be so different and yet so similar. And it
variety of menu choices each week and
was great to have more worship time
there is always a wide range of produce
together. Thank you, Alison, for all your
and flowers on sale. I recently enjoyed my
input. It was also the first time we have
roast beef, yorkshire pudding and all
been able to have lunch together for so
long and simply sharing food again made those vegetables, followed by brioche
bread and butter pudding, but then
it even more special. Hopefully this will
struggled to stay awake and work in the
become a regular event again at some
afternoon.
stage.

A takeaway box for the evening would have One of our unsung heroes is Lucy (our

been so much more sensible. Payment for
any and all is whatever you feel is
appropriate and can afford. It feels good to
have this running on our premises and we
should see it as a partnership in outreach
to the community. I particularly love
walking in when there are small children.
The high chairs keep the smallest ones
confined and the slightly older can play
with the toys.
We have several other user groups back in
the building, some regularly, some on a
one-off basis. Users include The Village,
Alcoholics Anonymous, Girlguiding NYW,
WI(Stray Ladies), White Rose Concert Band,
and a local Residents Association.
And we continue the many behind the
scene activities that keep West Park going
– Chris and the Fabric team continue to
patch, paint and mend, Avril and Audrey
sort out flowers, the organ is played – and
repaired -thanks to David, we have many
excellent preachers organised by Ann, the
coffee rota has restarted, the Elders meet
each month, the money that is given is
recorded and banked by Sally and lots of
folk support each other with phone calls,
transport to church, and prayer.

church cleaner) who has checked the
building every week since the beginning of
lockdown and continues to give us
excellent service each week.
It’s not easy when as soon as you have
finished, another load of plaster comes
down! We recently sent her some flowers
from the Church as a thank you for all her
hard work.
Our Thanksgiving and Commemoration
Service was not quite what we originally
imagined or planned for. We had thought
we would be well on our way out of the
grip of Covid by now. Alison and Pauline
Calderwood led a beautiful and moving
service with much time for thought and
refection about those we have lost and also
to give thanks for the good things we have
witnessed. Our Mayor led the lighting of
candles and there was the usual excellent
musical accompaniment from David. It was
good to see friends and visitors from other
churches mixed in with our own family and
friends. It seems right we could do this
quietly together and then look forward to
the future with a real hope and sense of
trust.

Babs
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S

ome three years ago, I was asked to
join a steering group, the aim being to
show that West Park did have a future. I
spent countless hours in meetings along
with others, as we strove to arrive at a plan
which the church members would find
acceptable and most importantly which
was viable. I've also spent many hours
deliberating about just how we can address
the huge problems of our decaying building
on our own and should we even try?

We both felt
that in these
changing postcovid times
unless there is
a coming together of the two
congregations, the only certainty is that
neither will exist in five years time. As I
have said I'm looking forward and not back.
I will ignore the number of times I've been
told about how the two churches have
tried to come together in the past but there
On a visit to the Resurrected Bites cafe a
was always black smoke and never any
few weeks ago I had the pleasure of
white. Perhaps it failed because of the way
meeting a lady who was helping and told us
it was sold or rather it wasn’t sold.
she was a member at St Paul’s. I jokingly
asked her if in order to get to us, she had
I'm sure there are many sound reasons and
had to wave a stick of wood over a raging
undoubtedly an equal number of unsound
torrent in Victoria Ave and wait for it to
ones why the Yorkshire Synod have seemed
divide in order that she and her fellow
happy that you can have two United
members who were helping, could come
Reformed Churches less than 50 yards
across to us. She said, “You’re right, it is
apart. That said, I am told that 50 years
absolutely ridiculous that we have so little
ago you could not have accommodated the
contact.” Then, she remarked that her
congregations of both places under one
husband said that “were Jesus to walk
roof.
down Victoria Ave today, he would look left
Well you certainly could now and don’t we
and then right and say what on earth are
have an obligation and hopefully a desire to
you lot doing? It's time you got your act
try?
together.” She then went on to say that
there are a number of people within their A few weeks ago Alison asked to meet me
to discuss my role with the Steering Group
congregation who feel exactly the same.
and how we might move things forward.

Forthcoming Services
Date

Preacher

Flowers

14 Nov

Remembrance Day
Rev Alison Micklem

Alison MIcklem

21 Nov

Rev David Hoskins

Barbara Jones

28 Nov

ADVENT CAROL SERVICE
Rev David Hughes

5 Dec

Rev Tim Hurren

12 Dec

Rev Alison Micklem

19 Dec

Rev Dr David Barker

Jacqui Walker

25 Dec

CHRISTMAS DAY SERVICE

Avril Macdonald

Rev Alison Micklem
26 Dec

NO SERVICE

Please would YOU consider donating the flowers one week?
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I had to tell her that a number of things
had caused me to change my mind about
the disposal of the rear of the building and
how we as a church might be more
relevant. The URC like many
denominations is declining. Covid has
accelerated but I would argue not caused,
the closure of 7 and possibly 9 churches
within the Yorkshire Synod.

whatever I could to keep it together. I
believe that we for the time being, should
put on hold any thoughts of selling the
rear of the church building for the
following reasons.
1)

Put bluntly, there are only just enough of
us at West Park to undertake the crucial
tasks of operating and to be honest far too
2)
much lands at the door of too few. In my
view, we cannot be effective remaining as
we are. Change can be uncomfortable for
some but I would suggest that nobody
ever complained about change for the
better.
2022 sees the 50th anniversary of the
URC, would it not be a wonderful way to
mark this milestone to move URC worship
in this part of the town to a new phase?
I have made a suggestion to Alison, to my
fellow members of the Steering Group, to
the Elders and to any fellow church
member who was willing to give me a
hearing. Frankly, the building doesn't
matter that much to me but I completely
understand it matters a great deal to some
who have worshipped at West Park for
many years and for me their views are of
paramount importance. I do care about
the small church family and would do

3)

I believe that we should look to
come together with the
congregation at St Paul’s on a trial
basis for an extended period,
holding services in both places
perhaps on alternate weeks.
At such time as it is hopefully
decided that the will of God is for us
to be as one body, then would be
the time to discuss and decide
which building would be the most
suitable for current and future
needs. There would be pros and
cons with either building. There may
be a case for disposing of both and
starting again but that’s a whole
new idea.
Perhaps a new name would be
considered - what about The
Avenue URC? Now I am perhaps
really getting ahead of myself.

I hope we can have an evening church
meeting soon to get the views of those
who really matter - You! This is a purely
personal view but I believe it commands
the support of many of our congregation
and hopefully enough at St Paul’s.
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Congratulations...
To Jean and Graham on the safe arrival of their new
granddaughter Hollie Jenny, weighing 7lb 11oz and who
was born on October 19th.

Welcome Back...
It’s good to be able to have refreshments
after service again and thank you to those
who have volunteered to help provide
them. At the time of writing, we are
looking to re-instate our own coffee shop
and this is likely to be just one day per
week with the current number of
volunteers.

You are missed...
Continually in our thoughts and prayers are those
members and friends who have not been able to
return to worship due to health problems or who feel that as yet, it is still not safe. You
may be missing in person but you are very much part of the West Park family and we
look forward to your being with us again soon -you are not forgotten.

Rev Alan Griffith
Alan has been a good friend to West Park over many years and had to cancel a
preaching appointment a few months ago due to ill health.
He sends his greetings and best wishes to the congregation. The news is good and
his heart condition is not as serious as feared and can be controlled with
medication. He is hoping to resume preaching shortly.
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It is sad to learn that our neighbours across Victoria
Avenue, CNG, have ceased trading, having fallen victim to
the current crisis in the energy supply industry. CNG has
been very generous towards West Park URC and has provided
donations both financial and of catering equipment during
the World Cycling Championships. We have welcomed them to West Park for their
annual carol service for a number of years. Almost 150 people will lose their jobs as a
result of this closure. At any time, this is wretched and far too little thought is given
to the stress that job loss, particularly unforeseen, causes - especially to those with
families to support and large mortgages. At this time of year it is even worse
somehow and we wish them all well.

*********************************************************

URC 1972—2022

T I C K E T S F O R T H E S E R V I C E N O W AVA I L A B L E

HARROGATE HOMELESS PROJECT
The basket in church has returned for any donations you may care to
make, alternatively donations by bank transfer can be made to:
Yorkshire Bank: Sort Code - 05-04-54 Account: 16748555
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Lo! he comes with clouds descending,
...
Alleluya! Alleluya! Alleluya!
God appears, on earth to reign.

